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This journal belonged to surgeon Robert McCormick, this is the same McCormick who was on board the Beagle at the same time with Charles Darwin. This particular journal covers McCormick’s time aboard the HMS North Star, on the last expedition in search of Sir John Franklin that organised by the Admiralty. During this expedition McCormick volunteers to command the boat (the Forlorn Hope) expedition up the Wellington Channel in search of Franklin. 
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Many on board suffer from “snow blindings” which is “inflammation of the eyes due to intense light being reflected off the snow”. The surgeon notes “the symptoms were most intense clearly showing that the rays of the Sun are most hurtful when they do not fall in a perpendicular direction on the eye”.
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General remarks on the voyage by McCormick
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McCormick is relieved of his medical duties to enable him to aid in the search for the last expedition under the command of Sir John Franklin.
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Surgeon devotes his time to scientific research and shows interest in geography, geology and natural history.
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The ship however, early in the winter been run on shore, to remain in that lamentable position for the remainder of winter, called for every exertion to be made to maintain the health of the people is such a novel and inauspicious position.
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One side of the ship has tropical climate whilst the other presented a truly polar one. The ship is also coated with thick ice.
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